In April 1964 Malcolm X spoke of
achieving black liberation "byany means
necessary. " The phrase also echoes the
struggle to complete the picture as director
Spike Lee went cap in hand to celebrities to
raise the money to complete the picture.
PETER HILL gets Spike Lees account .

•
he Monopoly-board

T

club provides

opulence of a Mayfair

a strange

choice

of sur-

rounding for an audience with Spike Lee.
Port, Perrier and designer toilet paper seem
somehow wrong for a man better known for decrying privilege and prejudice. I make a mental
note to voice this, but forget when the waiter
offers more Moet. So much for injustice.
Later on he arrives and, upon first sight, Spike

twenty-one

minute diatribe

against White peo-

ple? That's never the film I intended to make and
that's not the book that Malcolm wrote'.
The book he refers to is the searing Autobiog-

And then came the major problem.

Warner

raphy of Malcolm X (written with the help of Alex
Haley). It's an explosive text, full of anger of a kind

Bros had Norman Jewison (who made In The
Heat Of The Night starring Sidney Poitier) lined
up to direct, so Spike went public, saying that if
X was to be made, it would be by him. Many have
seen this as a personal sleight. It wasn't, as he

that translates with difficulty onto film, yet Spike
remains adamant against any charge that what

explains: 'Coppola's nuances and flavour add to
his pictures, then there's Scorsese, with Mean

we are getting is a diluted, Hollywoodised

por-

Streets, Raging Bull and Goodfellas.

He's of that

Lee is sitting on his hands. The body language

trayal of events. 'I don't think the film is less angry.

world, and I thought I could do the same thing.

should be yelling Fuck You, but instead it whispers Restraint. Not what you would expect from

You have to realise that in a film you cannot build
the entire book, and I don't think that we've dif-

'Norman Jewison could never imagine what
it's like to be a Black man. There are still times

a much-quoted

fused Malcolm's

when I cannot catch a cab in New York City. He's

demagogue,

unless we've got it

wrong. The current crop of articles is a good case
in point - some see him as a mouthpiece for racial
disquiet, at the vanguard of mass race consciousness;
middle-

another article claims that 'With his

class,

college

educated

background,

Lee is more a child of the Cosbys than a child of
the ghetto'. The problem is one of perception.
The director

suffers

more than most from an

anger at all'. By now he has

loosened his hands, letting
gestures. That's more like it.

rip with enriching

He talks of the initial problems

in finding a

workable script. A film of Malcolm X has been on
the cards for twenty years, with several screen-

never had a cab pass him by or been followed
around in a department store by security because all Black people do is steal and rob. He
just can't know what it means'.
By now the phrase 'by any means necessary'

plays, including one by David Mamet (who wrote
The Untouchables
and House of Games) for

began to echo the struggle to complete the picture. It wasn't over yet. Big films cost big money,

Richard Pryor to headline. The eventual choice

and Warner Bros gave X a budget in the $20-25

was the first one ever written, by James Baldwin

million ballpark. Shooting commenced,

petuated by his critics for a single reason: Spike,

and Arnold

you see, will not do the White thing.

sequently

well rapidly ran dry. Someone said 'Overrage',
and the moneyman freaked. Lee now had to

image problem,

an unshakeable

shadow

per-

Nowhere is this more true than with his latest

Perl. Baldwin's
removed

from

name

was sub-

the credits

request of his sister (who protested

at the

that he had

and the

qualify his claims to being 'An entrepreneur

be-

project, a biopic of the militant activist Malcolm

not written every word, and thus was not the

sides being a filmmaker',

X. Two years in the making, it has had to overcome both Coppola-size financial difficulties and

writer), and Lee explains the reasons for selection: 'in my opinion [they] had it the best - how
they captured the man, captured the time. They

mixture of good fortune and ingenuity. He staked
half his fee as director, and went baseball cap in
hand to celebrities to raise the rest. Coulti the film

were the only one who treated the script as an

have been made otherwise?

epic, and I thought that was the only way it had
to be done to portray it successfully. It had to be

'No, because there were two month periods
during post- production where we had no money

what kind of film they wanted me to make. Did

done on the scale of those old David Lean films

coming

they think I was going to make a three hour and

like Lawrence of Arabia and Doctor Chivago'.

bond company

Lee's image problem.
me was the feedback

'What was interesting

ing the film to be more violent',
explanation.
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to

I got from people expectsays Lee, in

'I don't know what they expected,

and did so through a

in. We had gone over budget

and the

wouldn't pay anything until we'd

SPIKE LIKES:

Baseball Caps. De Rigeur indication of sartorial excellence, and crafty advertising post for his
current project.

Ernest Dickerson. The Cinematographer.
This respected craftsman doubles as supervisor
when Spike dons his actor's (baseball) cap. Recently went solo, directing Juice, and should go
big-league permanently thanks to his epic vision
on Malcolm X.
The Family. Consanguineous connection to
Spike ensures a piece of the action. Probably. His
father Bill provides the score for many of his
movies, and sister Joie Lee is a cast regular.

Individuality. His driving force. The Lee canon
concentrates on personalities and individualism,
usually dressing them with metaphors and messages aplenty.
worked out the thing with Warner Bros, who in

vengeance,

return said it was with the bond company'

million in ten weeks. Surely this is a vindication of

For two

ensuring

months we received no money, and it came from

the collective

Michael Jordan,

vindication

Magic

Johnson,

Tracy Chap-'

man and Prince, Janet Jackson, Bill Cosby and
Oprah Winfrey. That's the money that let us keep
working. The bond company sent telegrams to
my editing staff saying 'sorry, you're no longer
needed to further notice'. They fired them, but we
kept on working for a few months and neither the
company nor Warner Bros knew. where that
money was coming from ... You must realise that
this is not a loan or an investment. It was a gift to
tpefilm'.
He refuses to disclose
openly about the liberating

amounts, but talks
aspects of what he

a box-office

take of $50

time and effort? 'I don't know that

is the word. The success of this film

cannot just be measured by the box office. I think
that this film is going to have a shelf life. Year after
year it's going to be shown again, and generations of people are going to be introduced to
Malcolm X through it. Because of this film we are
going to see a lot more Black biopics and films
of this scale. There has never been a black film
of this scale, and I think it would be wrong to look
at our success purely by looking at our rank in
Variety'.
Still gesturing, Spike speaks of the future. He
is to work with two newcomers ('I will be a conduit,

calls the 'stash fund', saying, 'It also enabled us

a vehicle for young talent'), and is then to take

to have some Fuck You money to go with certain

some time off. Will we see a new Lee when he
returns? 'I became a filmmaker because I like to

things

during

post-production.

We went

to

Mecca before we shot the film the first time and

tell stories and Cinema is what makes me happy,

there was still some shots we needed. They said
no, so we did it ourselves - we went back to
Mecca for the second time, and great legal expense was incurred trying to get the Rodney King

so the output of my work is not always going to
be topics dealing with race. There's a whole lot
of genres and subject matters that I could tell,
and will tell.

footage and they did not want that in the film at
all, so that's another thing where our stash fund
helped us out'.

'I think that Malcolm X was a good way to close
out the first part of my film career. Six is a nice
even number. Now it's onto the next era, what-

American audiences

took to Malcolm X with a

ever that entails' .•

Martin Goodall talces a loolc at some of

Ister for the organisation,

the shaping

events

in the real life of

which

had

grown to 100,000

members by the late

MalcolmX.

FIHies.

rose to become

Malcolm X was born on 19 May, 1925,

most prominent
spokesman,
him a national figure by 1962.

in Nebraska. His father, a Baptist min·
ister, had seen four of his six brothers
die by violence

at the hands of white

racists, one by lynching. The family
moved to Michigan and, in 1929, saw

Malcolm

In 1963, however,
controversially

its

making

he was expelled
remarking

for

'The

chicken has come home to roost' aHer
the Kennedy assassination. He formed
his own group, The Organisation
of

their home burnt to the ground and
father murdered by the Klu Klux Klan.

Afro·Amerlcan

Working as a waiter in Harlem, Mal·
colm slipped into the underworld of

It Is for Xtremlsm

that X gained notori·

ety.

of race

-drug dealing (becoming

an addict) and

Unity.

In the light

police

brutality

he called

petty crime. In 1946 he was caught and

fence, and organlsed

sentenced to ten years imprisonment.
This was the turning point in his life.

called

Malcolm was Introduced

to a religious

The

Fruit

of

attacks

and

Martin Scorsese. Long time friend and career
door-opener, often cited as a major influence.
The original script for Do The Right Thing was
written for Scorsese cohort Robert De Niro, and
it was 'Marty' who co-sponsored Lee's entry into
the Academy of Motion Pictures.
Wynn Thomas. The Production Designer. The
man who creates the look of all Lee's movies.
Thomas says that the inspiration comes from five
minute discussions before a movie goes into
production. Wow.

SPIKE DISLIKES:

Awards Juries. Cannes and Hollywood have
yet to bestow their dubious gifts upon him - why?
Wim Wenders said that Do The Right Thing lost
out because it was not a heroic film. 'Unlike the
guy who masturbates to videos' said Spike, with
gyrating hand gesture reference to Palme D'Or
winner Sex, Lies and Videotape. 'That's heroic'.

Being known as Black Cinema. Lee is
neither the first nor the only Black director. As he
once said, 'I'm the one who gets the publicity'.
Many years ago Melvin Van Peebles had made
Sweet Sweetback's Baadassss Song, and that, if
any, was the watershed movie.
Esquire Magazine. Or, to be specific, Barbara Grizzuti Harrison, who wrote an imaginative
piece which went under the banner 'Spike Lee
Hates Your Cracker Ass'. She felt obliged to
mention her black boyfriend and love of Billie
Holiday, and asks him if he had any white girlfriends. Consequently considered persona non
grata, she succeeded in alienating Lee, temporarily, from certain journalists. Silly girl.
The Term 'Yo!'. Gesture of greeting, etymology unknown. Used for comic effect at a recent
press conference to introduce the director, who
responded by hanging the funnyman - verbally out to dry.

for self·de·

an armed militia
Islam.

He

an-

nounced 'If someone puts a hand on
you, send him to the cemetery'. In an
in April 1964, Malcolm spoke

SPIKE LEE FILMOGRAPHY
1982 Joe's Bed.Stuy Barbershop
1986 She's Gotta Have It
1988 School Daze

sect, The Nation of Islam. On conver·

interview

sion, he replaced his surname with an
'X', to signify .the unknown African

of black liberation 'by any means neeessary'. That is, if freedom was not

name taken away from negroes by the

going to come through the ballot box

slave owners.

then it would have to come through the

1991 Jungle Fever

bullet.

1992 Malcolm X

AHer leaving prison he became

a min·

1989 Do The Right Thing
1990 Mo' Better Blues
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